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ABSTRACT

Control of the time duration of a laser pulse as it focuses spatially in a material provides a means for delaying
the onset of nonlinear e↵ects during propagation. We investigate simultaneous space-time focusing (SSTF) of
femtosecond radially-chirped annular pulses in Kerr dielectrics. The energy and temporal chirp of pulses incident
upon a grating-grating-lens system are varied in simulations that solve the unidirectional pulse propagation
equation. This system is modeled by inserting transformations that act on the electric field obtained from
propagation from one component to the next. The propagation is coupled to the time evolution of the free
charge density as a function of space. The resulting “ionization tracks” are taken as a metric for predicting
material modification and/or damage in bulk fused silica. As expected from linear-optical considerations, the
temporal pre-chirp determines the overall pulse duration as the focusing annulus closes. We find in addition
that, for a given pulse energy, the temporal pre-chirp also determines the on-axis intensity distribution as energy
collapses onto the propagation axis. This e↵ect determines how the local ionization-induced decrease in refractive
index shifts energy in time relative to energy arriving on-axis from the spatially collapsing beam. The magnitude
of the pre-chirp can thus control the spatial structure of ionization that may lead to material modification and/or
damage.
Keywords: ultrashort laser pulse, nonlinear propagation, ionization, pulse shaping, beam shaping, micromachining, material modification, bessel beam

1. INTRODUCTION
Optically-induced material modification and damage, often accompanied by laser filamentation, is commonly
studied for the case of the ubiquitous Gaussian beam shape with a simple pulse shape in time, and simple
spatial phase that corresponds to common focusing optics. Much work has been devoted to investigating material modification and damage in transparent dielectrics due to such waveforms with duration on the order of
femtoseconds.1–8 More recent studies have explored more exotic pulses that approximate Airy or Bessel spatial
profiles, Airy time shapes, or some combination of these.9–13 These waveforms have attracted interest because of
their self-healing, accelerating, and/or non-di↵racting properties. Bessel beams, in particular, have been studied
in terms of their ability to extend filaments and/or material modification sites.14–16
Another departure from the standard Gaussian arises when pulses are spatially chirped. By angularly dispersing the frequency components of a broadband laser pulse (via di↵raction gratings, for example), and recombining
them gradually in space (using a lens, for example), the Fourier limits of spatial and temporal compression may
be synchronized at a target (the focus of the lens, for example). This is called simultaneous space-time focusing
(SSTF).17, 18 It has been used to control and shorten the extent of a high-intensity focal region, thus controlling
the extent and influence of nonlinear optical e↵ects.19–23 This control has led to various advances in laser writing
and ablation applications.24–26
In this proceedings paper, we numerically explore material modification and damage due to radially chirped
annular pulses via simulated propagation of time-chirped femtosecond pulses through the system shown in Fig. 1.
The system imparts Bessel-like space-time attributes to an incident pulse engineered for cylindrically symmetric
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SSTF in the bulk of fused silica. We first specify and briefly describe the spectral numerical propagation formalism
used. Secondly, we describe the sequence of numerical transformations that corresponds to traversing the system,
including a model for gratings consisting of a concentric array of circular grooves that is suited to the spectral
propagation method. Next, we establish a basis for our study of annular SSTF in fused silica in terms of annular
SSTF in vacuum, and then place a dispersive medium in the sample position. Finally, we present free carrier
densities (termed “ionization tracks”) as a function of space, which we regard as a predictor for plasma-induced
material modification.

2. PROPAGATION FORMALISM
It is important to couple the material optical response to optical propagation described by a numerical method
that captures the spatial as well as the temporal degrees of freedom accurately. In this section, we describe
the theoretical background for our simulations of simultaneous space-time focusing of radially-chirped annular
beams corresponding to the system shown in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1. Schematic of the grating-grating-lens system for cylindrically symmetric SSTF. The two concentric gratings
G1 and G2 have ring spacing d = 10 µm. The lens L has focal length f = 200 mm.

2.1 Spectral Propagation/Optical Nonlinearities
2.1.1 Unidirectional pulse propagation equation
Laser pulse propagation is computed in the retarded-time reference frame by numerically solving the unidirectional pulse propagation equation27 under the assumption of cylindrical symmetry:
@z E (k? , !, z) = ikz E (k? , !, z) +

i !2
P NL (k? , !, z)
2✏0 c2 kz

!
J(k? , !, z) .
2✏0 c2 kz

(1)

p
2 is the z-component of the wave vector with magnitude k(!) = n(!) !/c, ✏ is the
Here, kz = k 2 (!) k?
0
permittivity of free space, and the complex electric field array E(k? , !, z) is stored at discrete spatial frequencies
and angular frequencies denoted here by k? and !, respectively. The nonlinear source terms associated with
P NL and J are described in Section 2.1.3. This propagation scheme avoids making the paraxial approximation
associated with many computational pulse propagation methods. In addition, it possesses the feature that linear
propagation is exact within the limits of the accuracy of the linear refractive index n(!) as derived from a
Sellmeier equation. On the other hand, the method retains the unidirectional approximation and therefore not
suited to optical situations involving large back reflections.28 The evolution equation for spectral amplitudes
A, related to E by E(k? , !, z) = exp(ikz z)A(k? , !, z), is a set of ordinary di↵erential equations, which we solve
using a fourth-order Runge-Kutta library with adaptive stepping capabilities. See Appendix A for details.
Inverse spectral transforms take E(k? , !, z) ! E(r, t, z) to calculate the nonlinear source terms during each
z step. The transformation ! ! t is done using a standard fast Fourier transform. In cylindrical coordinates
the transformation k? ! r is accomplished via Hankel transform. This is performed by multiplication by the
self-reciprocal matrix Hij described in Section 2.1.2.
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2.1.2 Hankel transform
The transformation E(k? , t)

HT

! E(r, t) is accomplished by the following discrete Hankel transform:29–31
E [ r[i], t ] =

N
X
j=1

where
Hij =

Hij E [ k? [j], t ] ,

2 J0 (↵i ↵j /↵N +1 )
,
↵N +1
J12 (↵j )

(2)

(3)

J1 denotes the Bessel function J1 (x), and ↵i is the ith zero of the Bessel function J0 (x). Here, N is the number
of radial coordinates r[i] = (Rmax /↵N +1 ) ↵i and transverse wave vectors k? [i] = ↵i /Rmax to which the array
E [ r[i], t[j] ] is referenced. The inverse transform is accomplished by repeating the multiplication by Hij .
It is worth noting that the matrix specified by Eq. 3 is suited to an algorithm that does not depend on its
scaling. The transforms that preserve Parseval’s theorem are:
f [i] =

N
↵N +1 X
Hij F0 [j]
2
Rmax
j=1

F0 [j] =

N
2
X
Rmax
Hji f [i].
↵N +1 i=1

(4)

2.1.3 Nonlinear polarization and free current density
We calculate the nonlinear polarization at a particular position (r- and z-dependence suppressed) as
Z t
NL
P (t) = 2n0 ✏0 n2
R(t ⌧ )I(⌧ )d⌧ E(t) ,

(5)

1

where I = 21 n0 ✏0 c |E|2 , n0 is the refractive index at the pulse center frequency !0 , n2 is the nonlinear refractive
index, and R(t) is the Raman response function.28 The free current density J is calculated at each r by integrating
the following coupled equations during each z step as described in Ref. 28:
dJ
J
q2
+
= ⇢E
(6)
dt
⌧c
m
✓
◆
d⇢
⇢
= WPI (|E|) 1
+ Waval (I)⇢
(7)
dt
⇢n
Here, ⇢ is the density of free carriers, Waval = I/Eg is the ionization rate associated with avalanching, =
q 2 / (✏0 n0 mc) ⇥ ⌧c / 1 + !02 ⌧c2 is the cross section for inverse bremsstrahlung, WPI is the photoionization rate
calculated from the Keldysh model32 as in Ref. 6, and all other parameters are defined in Table 1.

2.2 The Incident Pulse Field
A spatially chirped optical pulse may be focused such that the distribution of optical energy in space and time
evolves toward one that is maximally compressed in both dimensions simultaneously, even in vacuum. This
occurs because the band-limited, shortest-duration pulse is gradually Fourier-synthesized by virtue of the spacetime overlap of the pulse frequency content as it approaches the focus. In the linear optical regime of bulk
fused silica, this remains true as long as dispersion of the pulse spectrum is considered in the design of the
initial pulse. In this section, we describe the construction of the pulse incident upon the sample surface. In
our simulations, propagation between optical elements is assumed to be linear and is therefore accomplished
by multiplying E(k? , !, z) by the linear propagator exp(ikz z). We emphasize here that kz is a function
of k? and !. The optical components of the system shown in Fig. 1 are modeled by r- and !-dependent
transformations that act on E(r, !). Propagation through the system to the sample surface thus amounts to
a sequence of ⇠ 7 non-commuting transformations that act on the pulse field array⇤ . This versatile simulation
scheme maintains an intuitive correspondence with experiment, is capable of capturing subtle/realistic linearoptical e↵ects that modify the pulse en route to the sample surface, and accommodates a wide variety of input
pulses. The transformations by which we model the optical components are described in the following sections.
⇤

It is worth noting that propagation between optical elements is not subject to the usual computational constraints
typically imposed by upper limits on step size.
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Table 1. Parameters used in simulations.

Symbol
n0

Description
Linear index of refraction

Value
1.453

n2

Nonlinear index of refraction

Eg

Band gap energy

3.00 ⇥ 10

m
⌧c

1.00 ⇥ 10

⇢n

Maximum plasma density

q

Elementary charge
Vacuum permittivity
Speed of light

2.20 ⇥ 10

m2 /W
eV

7.834 ⇥ 10

Free electron collision time

c

20

9.00

Reduced electron-hole mass

✏0

Unit

31
15

28

1.602 ⇥ 10
8.854 ⇥ 10

2.998 ⇥ 108

kg
s
m

3

19

C

12

F/m
m/s

2.2.1 Pre-chirp
It is common to work with initially time-chirped pulses in SSTF systems because of the frequency dependence of
the optical path through such systems. Computationally speaking, the input pulse to the optical system shown
in Fig. 1 may be chirped in time by transforming the electric field as
E(r, !) ! exp(ib2 (!

!0 )2 ) E(r, !),

(8)

where b2 parameterizes the extent and sign of the chirp. For the 800 nm, 40 fs pulses we consider, b2 is positive
and on the order of 10 27 s2 . Multiplication by the quadratic spectral phase stretches the pulse in time without
modifying its spectral width, and corresponds to the action of a standard pulse-stretching device (or detuning of
the compressor stage of a common chirped-pulse amplification system). This attribute of the input pulse will be
referred to as the “pre-chirp”. It will allow for variable compensation of the frequency dependence of the optical
path length between gratings (see Fig. 1).
2.2.2 Grating transformations
A particular di↵raction order exiting a grating may be constructed mathematically from the pulse incident upon
the grating by shifting its spatial frequencies in accordance with the properties of the grating.33 For the circular
gratings and cylindrical coordinates considered here, we employ a generalized Hankel shift,34, 35 thus producing
the mth conical di↵raction order:
Z 1
E(k? , !) !
E(r, !) J0 (r k) J0 (k? r) r dr
0
(9)
= HT [ E(r, !) J0 (r k) ] .
where HT denotes the Hankel transform, and
k=

k(!) =

2⇡ m
d

✓

2

!
!0

◆

(10)

describes the di↵raction of the circular grating with ring spacing d. Equation 10 follows from carrying out a
procedure analogous to that in Refs. 33 and 36. Simply put, Eq. 10 is used to model a circular grating by
transforming the pulse field as
E(r, !) ! J0 (r k) E(r, !),
(11)
which is owing to Eq. 9 and the fact that the Hankel transform is self-reciprocating.37
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Taking E(r, !) = A(r) S(!) to be the input pulse, Gaussian in time with arbitrary pre-chirp (see Section 2.2.1), and with beam shape given by an apodizing function A(r), the k? -shifted frequency superposition
has the form of an apodized Bessel beam:38, 39
Z 1
0
E (r, t) =
S(!)A(r) J0 (r k) e i!t d!
(12)
1

Thus, after G1 , the pulse field is an apodized frequency superposition of Bessel beams with axicon angles varying
with frequency ! according to Eq. 10. We choose a Gaussian apodizing function A(r) = exp r2 /w2 , which
corresponds to taking the spatial beam profile of the input pulse to be a collimated Gaussian with 1/e2 intensity
width w. The results presented in this paper use w = 2 mm, and m = 1, and d = 10 µm in Eq. 10. Two examples
are shown in Fig. 2.
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Figure 2. Logarithmic intensities after the first circular grating G1 for two di↵erent choices of pre-chirp. The color
map extends down 6 orders of magnitude below the peak in each case. (a) The case b2 = 0 (⌧0 = 40 fs). (b) The case
b2 = 2618 fs2 (⌧0 = 365 fs).

At G2 , the transformation is repeated. This time, however, a pair of m = 1 conical di↵raction orders is
produced. One of these di↵racts into a larger cone angle while the other is conjugated by the second d = 10 µm
grating G2 . The former is filtered from E(k? , !) by zeroing the electric field in the relevant region in (k? , !)space. The latter is the collimated, radially chirped annulus (RCA) that is propagated toward the lens (refer to
Fig. 1). This filtering corresponds to physically blocking the outer non-collimated di↵raction order.
Up to this point, the grating transformation described above fails to account for losses, which may depend
on frequency/exit angle (blaze). While this could be introduced given a blaze function B(k? ) to be multiplied
by E(k? , !), we use B(k? ) = 1 and set the pulse energy before entering the sample by appropriately scaling the
field. These conventions correspond to a grating blaze that di↵racts the 800 nm, 40 fs pulse uniformly, and to a
pulse energy measurement somewhere between the lens and sample.
2.2.3 Lens transformation
The action of a lens is modeled by the following transformation:
⇣ !
E(r, !) ! exp i [n(!)L(r) + (d0
c
2

L(r))]

⌘

E(r, !),

(13)

where the lens thickness function L(r) = d0 r2 R1 1 R2 1 corresponds to the thin lens approximation.33
Here, d0 is the lens center thickness, n(!) is the frequency dependent refractive index of the lens material as
described by a Sellmeier equation, Ri are the radii of curvature, and the surrounding medium is treated as
vacuum. Quite independent of its use as the sample in this paper, we choose fused silica as the lens material. A
biconvex singlet lens of nominal focal length f is obtained by setting R1 = R2 = 2f (n0 1), where n0 is the
lens refractive index at the pulse center frequency. In Eq. 13, the phase quadratic in r and roughly linear in !
produces the curved phase and pulse fronts that result from propagation through a lens. Spatially dependent
group velocity dispersion and chromaticity of the lens are thus accounted for to infinite dispersion order.
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⇣
⌘
We note that, as a practical consideration, a compensating phase exp
i v!g L(r0 ) , is also applied to shift the
entire waveform in time, keeping it centered in the retarded time frame window. Here, r0 is approximately equal
⇣
⌘ 1
dk
to the radial position of the spatial component to be kept centered, and vg = d!
is the group velocity in
!0
the lens material derived from n(!). For a more standard beam with intensity distribution concentrated on-axis,
r0 would be taken to be 0, but this is not the case for an annular spatial distribution.

3. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
We now discuss the numerical propagation of the pulses described in the Section 2.2. As a preliminary, we
describe the optics in vacuum, and then show how the dynamics are modified by the insertion of a dielectric
material in the sample position.

3.1 SSTF in Vacuum
SSTF of a broadband pulse occurs provided its frequencies are properly arranged in space and time. Figure 3
shows the e↵ect occurring in vacuum, where two 1-µJ pulse intensities are plotted for various z-positions between
the lens and its geometric focus. Figure 3 (a) shows the tilt of pulse spectrum versus radius for the pulse at the
z-position of the lens. Figure 3 (b) shows the initially unchirped 40 fs pulse as it focuses after passing through
the system shown in Fig. 1. Fig. 3 (c) shows the case b2 = 2618 fs2 , in which the pulse has been positively
chirped to ⌧0 = 365 fs prior to the first grating. As a result, the di↵erent inter-grating optical paths taken by the
pulse’s frequency components are compensated, and a near-bandwidth-limited 43.7 fs pulse is gradually Fouriersynthesized as it approaches the focus. Most importantly, the z-gradient of the optical power density is increased
significantly relative to ordinary spatial focusing. We emphasize that material dispersion in the propagation
medium is not at play here: SSTF occurs in vacuum given an appropriately tuned pre-chirp.
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Figure 3. Simultaneous space-time focusing in vacuum of 1-µJ radially chirped annular pulses. (a) Tilted r!-spectrum
just after G2 . (b)-(c) Normalized intensities for various propagation distances (superposed). In each case, propagation
distances as measured from the f = 200 mm lens are 0 mm (top), 100 mm (middle), and 195 mm (bottom). (b) The
initially bandwidth-limited 40 fs pulse. Peak intensities (TW/m2 ) are 0.014 (top), 0.055 (middle), and 25.0 (bottom).
(c) The positively pre-chirped 365 fs pulse. Peak intensities (TW/m2 ) are 0.11 (top), 0.45 (middle), and 190 (bottom).
Dashed lines are a guide for the eye.

3.2 SSTF in Dispersive Media
If a dispersive sample is positioned in the beam for bulk material modification, optimal time-focusing requires
that material dispersion be compensated by adjusting the pre-chirp. Considering for the moment only linear
optics, the frequency-dependent optical path lengths previously discussed in terms of the geometry of Fig. 1 are
now subject to the additional e↵ects of variable refraction and phase velocity across the spatial components of
the radially chirped, focusing waveform. Furthermore, nonlinear optical processes play an increasing role in the
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propagation as the pulse annulus closes on itself and compresses in space and time. These observations highlight
the value of a fully spectral propagation scheme that captures linear dispersion trivially† while accommodating
nonlinear source terms that are customizable to a given physical setting.
Better understanding of nonlinear propagation of the RCA through its nonlinear focus in the fused silica
sample is facilitated by comparison with the case of a Gaussian beam (denoted hereafter as GB) of the same
numerical aperture (NA ⇠ 0.06). Figure 4 shows example cases before reaching and during the nonlinear focus.
Here, the pulse energy has been set to 0.7-µJ before entering the sample. For the GB case, panes (a) and (b) of
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Figure 4. Intensities (TW/cm2 ) of 0.7-µJ pulses before and during the nonlinear focus for cases (a)-(b) GB and (c)-(d)
RCA with b2 = 1100 fs2 (⌧0 = 158 fs). Sample depths are (a) 10 mm, (b) 72.65 mm, (c) 10 mm, (d) 72.15 mm.

Fig. 4 show the onset of pulse splitting that occurs in the focal region as plasma is generated and filamentation
occurs.40, 41 Plasma-induced refractive index decrease arrests the spatial collapse due to Kerr self-focusing, and
energy in the early-time pulse wing is temporally advanced. At the same z-position, energy in the late-time
pulse wing partially di↵racts away from the propagation axis, but subsequently re-focuses to the axis due to
Kerr refractive index increase. Eventually, the time front of the pulse partially shears apart from its temporal
rear. In this way, the quasi-stable balance of these nonlinear e↵ects, along with ordinary beam di↵raction,
establishes an intensity distribution with multiple maxima in time.
Panes (c) and (d) of Fig. 4 show the analogous development of the RCA intensity. As the RCA pulse
approaches the focus, its “ring thickness”, and because of SSTF its time width, decrease as the ring closes onto
the propagation axis. In other words, the distribution in Fig. 4 (c) becomes narrower in both r and t dimensions
as energy converges on r = 0. At z = 72.15 mm (pane (d)), the Kerr nonlinearity is distorting the outer rings of
the Bessel-like distribution and its central maximum, where plasma generation is most prominent. The process
of filamentation thus develops as a complex interplay between plasma-induced time-advance of on-axis energy,
Kerr collapse and re-focusing, Kerr-induced time-delay of energy, and continued deposition of additional energy
to the propagation axis as the waveform advances in z.
In the next section, we shift our attention to the ionization tracks left by these pulses, which are regarded as
a metric for material modification and damage.
†

In other words, at essentially no computational cost.
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4. RESULTS: IONIZATION IN THE BULK
The maximum free carrier densities ⇢max (r, z) reached during the pulse time window have been regarded as
a predictor in the context of laser damage and material modification studies.6, 42 Our calculations of these
ionization tracks are presented in this section.
Figure 5 shows the ionization tracks from RCA pulses with various pre-chirp and energy, with GB results for
comparison. In this figure, columns correspond to the sequence of pulse energies: 0.9 µJ, 0.7 µJ, 0.5 µJ. Rows
correspond to the sequence of pre-chirps: b2 = 2000 fs2 (⌧0 = 280 fs), b2 = 1700 fs2 (⌧0 = 239 fs), b2 = 1100 fs2
(⌧0 = 158 fs), and b2 = 900 fs2 (⌧0 = 131 fs). Row 5 contains results from the GB with ⌧0 = 40 fs. Each color
map applies to its respective column, and is set by the peak density occurring in Row 3.
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Figure 5. Ionization tracks ⇢max (r, z) from pulses with various pre-chirp and energy. Pulse energy varies by column.
Pre-chirp varies by row. Row 1: RCA with b2 = 2000 fs2 (⌧0 = 280 fs). Row 2: RCA with b2 = 1700 fs2 (⌧0 = 239 fs).
Row 3: RCA with b2 = 1100 fs2 (⌧0 = 158 fs). Row 4: RCA with b2 = 900 fs2 (⌧0 = 131 fs). Row 5: GB with ⌧0 = 40 fs.
Columns correspond to pulse energies: A: 0.9 µJ, B: 0.7 µJ, C: 0.5 µJ. Each color map is set by the peak of the data
shown in Row 3. Note that the color map of case 4A is saturated on-axis at z ⇠ 72.25 mm (displayed in white), where
⇢max reaches 4.61 ⇥ 1026 m 3 .

The pre-chirp parameter has a significant impact on the morphology of ionization tracks, and also a↵ects
the peak density reached. The overall trend identifiable in Fig. 5 indicates that pulse energy and pre-chirp
may be tuned to produce a result with peak structure that is highly localized (see entry 3C) as compared with
ordinary Gaussian beam/pulse focusing. In other words, from a laser materials processing standpoint, more
precise targeting in the bulk may be achieved. We note that this pre-chirp value (b2 = 1100 fs2 , ⌧0 = 158 fs)
was derived from simulations performed with nonlinear source terms excluded (switched o↵) for the purpose of
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determining the value that results in optimal SSTF according to linear optics‡ . It is possible that finer tuning
of this parameter (as well as energy, for that matter) may produce a better-localized ionization track.
On the other hand, this general trend in parameter space does not complete the story. While the pre-chirp
corresponding to Row 3 at first glance produces the strongest ionization for a given energy, the result in entry 4A
saturates the color map§ , which is set by the data in entry 3A. This indicates a nontrivial relationship between
⇢max and the pulse energy/pre-chirp parameter space. This of course arises from the complex interplay of
nonlinearities as discussed in Section 3.2.

5. DISCUSSION
This proceedings paper has investigated laser pulse filamentation and damage by pulses whose duration is short
during the influence of free carriers, and whose spectrum is single-peaked¶ . We include a standard thirdorder Kerr nonlinearity, and the influence of multiphoton, tunneling, and avalanche ionization. While the
Keldysh theory is not designed for the complex waveforms we investigate, it is commonly applied to pulsed
propagation, parameterized by the pulse center frequency and instantaneous intensity. In addition, the model
for avalanche ionization lacks a full non-equilibrium treatment via coupling with a Boltzmann transport equation.
The associated simplifications have become commonplace in propagation simulations, at least in the context of
high-dimensional ones capable of describing the spatial e↵ects so crucial to phenomena like filamentation. The
approach may be expected to fail when dynamical avalanche dominates, or in the case of mixed-color pulses.
Since the pulses we investigate have short durations during those stretches of propagation which are impacted
by ionization, and are constructed from the output of common femtosecond laser sources by linear means, we
feel that adhering to this paradigm for the coupling of material response with nonlinear beam/pulse propagation
is acceptable in this context.
Taking the free carrier densities ⇢max (r, z) as a measure, the RCA cases come to a nonlinear focus earlier
than the GB (note the shifted abscissas in Fig. 5). We attribute this shift to the way numerical apertures were
equated: We define the numerical aperture of the RCA as r0 /f , where r0 = 11.83 mm is the radial position of
the peak intensity of the RCA after the lens transformation. The NA ⇠ 0.06 GB was then constructed according
to standard expressions for Gaussian beams. The correspondence between these numerical apertures may be
expected to be imperfect. It is to this ambiguity that we attribute the shifted nonlinear focus depths.
We note that the NA used in this paper was chosen as a compromise between computational size constraints
and the higher-NA focusing conditions common to laser machining. Similarly, the amount of radial chirp is
limited by our choice of annulus size, and could be increased in experiments. SSTF is a fundamental wave
propagation phenomenon that does not rely on special e↵ects due to material properties, linear or nonlinear. For
this reason, we expect that the general features of our results may be extrapolated to larger radial chirps and
the larger numerical apertures that are common in the context of laser materials processing.
Finally, we point out that these simulations model a single laser pulse, i.e, a laser running in single-shot mode.
It is possible that features of our results like the better-localized peak structure in ⇢max (r, z) (see Fig. 5 entry
3C) may be compounded by a laser source operating in its natural state - i.e, at a repetition rate of perhaps
1 kHz.

6. CONCLUSION
We present a model for the transformation of the output of common laser sources by a system of circular
gratings and a lens, and numerically propagate the resulting space-time-focusing field in fused silica glass. These
simulations reveal the influence of nonlinear optical e↵ects on the focusing of these unconventional pulses, and
suggest novel approaches to laser machining of solids. In particular, ionization tracks in the bulk show more
localized (sub-micron) ionization peaks when compared to those of a Gaussian pulse of the same energy and
numerical aperture.
‡

In other words, to provide a reference for subsequent simulations with nonlinearities switched on.
The density reaches a peak of 4.61 ⇥ 1026 m 3 .
¶
In other words, we have not combined pulses of di↵erent colors - a more difficult situation to model.
§
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APPENDIX A. SIMULATION DETAILS
A.1 Spatial Resolution Adjustment
The vastly di↵erent spatial scales of the field at the lens and the field at the nonlinear focus demand a robust
tool for increasing the r-space grid resolution and, separately, decreasing N as the field propagates toward the
focal region. This is owing to the initially large demands on the grid resolution and extent in k? -space associated
with the chosen focusing conditions and annular beam shape, and the increasing computational requirement per
space point as the beams enter the focal region. We increase the r-space grid resolution by first interpolating
the unevenly-spaced k? -dependence of the magnitude and phase of E to an evenly-spaced set that includes the
origin. The field at the origin is extrapolated from the interpolation function. Then, we downsample by two fold
and zero-pad the result to e↵ect the so-called exact interpolation in r-space. Finally, we interpolate back to a
Hankel transform k? array with twice the original extent. This reduces the resolution in k? -space by a factor of
0.5, but as the distance from the r-coordinate origin of the converging beam decreases, the requirements on the
grid that resolves the phase in k? -space are correspondingly relaxed.
We decrease N similarly, but with the k? -space downsampling replaced by cropping some permissible portion
of outer points in r-space. Inverse procedures are performed as necessary/permissible, for example, after energy
leaves the nonlinear focus and diverges spatially. The z-positions at which all of these coordinate rescalings are
performed were selected manually, on a case-by-case basis.

A.2 Adaptive Stepping
Because the system involves a pulse that evolves from one with negligible nonlinearity to a highly nonlinear
focus, the numerical propagation lends itself to an adaptive stepping algorithm. The simulations performed in
this study comprised a mixed approach, where constant step size run segments were designed with the help of
adaptively stepped preliminary run segments, as well as convergence tests of the adaptive stepper.

A.3 Ionization Calculation
The calculations related to ionization come at significant computational expense per radial coordinate. Also,
plasma generation is an extremely nonlinear process, being very much negligible for most of the field strengths
occurring in the UPPE computational domain. These features mean that it is unnecessary to perform the plasma
calculation for all z-positions during the approach to the nonlinear focus, and for all stored radial coordinates.
In practice, we switch on the plasma contribution to the material response at a z-position where the pulse
peak intensity reaches 1015 W/m2 , and confine the calculation to radial coordinates with a peak electric field of
107 N/C or greater, regardless of z-position.

A.4 Nonlinear Polarization
The nonlinear polarization given in Eq. 5 is included for all z-positions within the sample, and for all radial
coordinates, regardless of z-position.
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